BAGAN

A spiritual awakening in Myanmar

T

he once isolated nation
at the culturally rich
crossroads of India and
China is a land that
imbues even the most
jaded traveler with a
sense of wonder.
In Myanmar, government
reforms since 2010 and the
election of democracy activist (and Nobel Peace Prize
recipient) Aung San Suu Kyi
to parliament have propelled
a profoundly gracious land,
formerly known as Burma,
onto the world stage. It’s
about time.
Decades of reclusion have
preserved a vibrant culture
deeply steeped in Buddhism;
especially outside the major
urban centers of Yangon
and Mandalay, daily life has
remained largely untouched
by Western trends. Rudyard
Kipling’s words in Letters
From the East still ring true:
“This is Burma and it will
be quite unlike any land you
know about.”
The best Burmese travel
experiences require a bit of

planning, but the rewards are
great—especially in Bagan,
the arid, pagoda-studded
plain along the Ayeyarwady
River in Upper Burma where
the first Burmese Buddhist
kings, their courtiers, and
other merit-seeking patrons
built thousands of religious
monuments from the 11th
to 13th centuries. According
to Burma scholar Donald
Stadtner, these 16 square
miles—despite the misguided
restoration of some temples
in the 1990s—rank among
Southeast Asia’s most significant sacred ancient sites.
Secure an early morning
bird’s-eye view of the monuments by booking a Balloons
Over Bagan hot-air-balloonand-sparkling-wine trip;
profits fund community service projects on the ground.
Spend the afternoon exploring dusty trails by bicycle. At
sunset, find a perch and gaze
over the panorama of castlelike structures shimmering in
the golden light.
—Ceil Miller Bouchet

VALPARAÍSO

Chile’s soulful port apart
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Thanaka face paint is a mark
of beauty and heritage in
Myanmar. In Bagan, a girl
embraces this tradition.
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enerations of creative pilgrims have been hooked by
Valparaíso’s weathered beauty and bohemian vibe.
Travelers have followed suit, coming for the romantic
allure of its 42 cerros (hills) that ascend sharply from the
water. Stacked high with faded mansions, 19th-century
funiculars, and battered cobblestones, Valparaíso stands
in contrast to the glitzy Viña del Mar resort town to the north.
As Chile’s vital harbor, it retains the signature grittiness and
edge that often endow ports. But Valparaíso is also welcoming
a boom of eateries serving inventive Chilean fare, quirky bars
offering hoppy microbrews, and antiques-packed B&Bs.
Pablo Neruda, whose former home, La Sebastiana, still lords
over Cerro Bellavista, wrote Valparaíso-inspired verse: “I love,
Valparaíso, everything you enfold, and everything you irradiate,
sea bride … I love the violent light with which you turn to the
sailor on the sea night.” A meander through its tangle of steep
alleyways and stairways reveals eye-catching street art and
ocean views from pedestrian passages that hug the slopes. Then
a cool breeze comes off the Pacific, night falls, and silhouettes
of hills appear against darker skies, infusing Valparaíso with
poetry that seeps through its every pore. —Anja Mutić
national geographic traveler
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